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Abstract
This paper reviews the trends of cyber threat intelligence
(CTI) technology that enables preemptive detection of cyber
attacks and threats, which become intelligent and advanced,
and responds to them effectively; and analyzes CIT-related
products, standards, and frameworks. Based on the review
and analysis, this paper provides comprehensive information
on the components and structure of CTI technology to
enterprises and researchers that want to introduce and
develop CTI technology by proposing a cyber threat
intelligence framework that can express various types of CTI
structures. Cyber threat intelligence is a technology that
creates intelligence to respond to cyber attacks and threats
that occur now, will occur, or can occur (potential), based on
large amounts and heterogeneous data related to cyber
incidents and threats. Cyber threat intelligence is emerging
as a technology that can effectively respond to cyber
incidents that are on the rise in terms of quality and quantity.

I. Introduction
We need to understand the difference between data,
information, and intelligence in order to understand cyber
threat intelligence. A security consulting firm named
Security Architect Partners defines data as an individual
item that has atomicity, and information as processed data,
that is, data with given meaning. Intelligence is defined as
“information about how to detect and defend against cyber
incidents and threats by adding the analysis and evaluation
information of experts to the data with given meaning.” [23]
This definition can be explained with illustration from the
perspective of cyber incident analysis in such a way that
“data is the IP, domain, URL, or e-mail that can be collected
from the web or network.” In addition, information can be
described as the URL exploited for phishing, domain that
spreads malicious code, and IP that establishes C&C
communication with malicious code. Cyber threat
intelligence is the comprehensive analysis result which
reports that “An attack group Y mainly attacked financial
companies, and the malicious code A recently was found to
be a variant of the malicious code A when the recently used
malicious code A is analyzed. Therefore, actions are
required to block the IP address of the C&C server
frequently used by the malicious code A.” Gartner, an
information technology research and consulting firm in the

U.S., defined CTI as “evidence-based knowledge, including
context, mechanisms, indicators, implications and actionable
advice, which can be used to respond to menace or hazard to
assets.” [21] In addition, Cyber Squared defined it as “a new
information security area that explains how and why an
intelligent cyber attacker becomes a threat.” [22]

A. Trends of CTI
As cyber attacks become more sophisticated, it becomes
more difficult to detect and analyze an cyber incident, and
cyber threat intelligence technology draws attention as an
alternative. Global cyber security companies adopt cyber
security intelligence technology in their products and release
services that provide cyber threat intelligence. FireEye
acquired a CTI start-up called iSIGHT Partners, [1] and
Symantec released an enterprise CTI service called
DeepSight Intelligence. [2] Check Point released cloudbased CTI information purchase service THREATCLOUD
Intelligence, [3] and Facebook opened the ThreatExchange
project for CTI sharing. [4] In addition, global enterprises
like IBM applied the CTI technology to their security
equipment and products (e.g., X-Force Threat Intelligence
[5]). Likewise, the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence (ODNI) in the U.S. established the Cyber Threat
Intelligence Integration Center (CTIIC) in February 2015 to
analyze national cyber threats, [6] and the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) makes efforts to respond to cyber
attacks using cyber threat intelligence technology by
establishing
the
National
Cybersecurity
and
Communications Integration Center (NCCIC) to analyze
cyber threats and share information. [7] The Korea Internet
& Security Agency in Korea also continues to struggle to
respond to cyber threats using CTI by launching a global
cyber threat intelligence network. [8] As explained, cyber
threat intelligence is regarded as a new security technology
to respond to cyber threats effectively.

B. CTI-related standards
This chapter reviews the STIX standard of OASIS
(standardization organization) among CTI-related standards
as the information description standard to share cyber threat
information.
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Figure 1. Major data models of Structured Threat Information eXpression (STIX)
STIX is a description system to share cyber threat
information and is composed of eight major data models. [9]
The major data model of STIX can be briefly described as
follows: Observable (observed attack event), Indicator
(information corresponding to a threat among Observable),
Incident (Indicator that was founded to be a cyber attack),
TTP (attack technique, tactics, and procedure of Incident),
ThreatActor (TTP execution subject), Campaign (attack
composed of multiple incidents and TTP), ExploitTarget
(vulnerability exploited by the attacker to execute TTP),
CoA (response to vulnerabilities and cyber incidents), etc.
[Figure 1] shows the relationship among key STIX data
models. In addition, the CTI information described using
STIX can be shared using the information transmission
system called Trusted Automated eXchage of Indicator
Information (TAXI).

[Figure 2] shows the CTI platform of Splunk, a big data
analysis company, [10] and it shows the composition of the
CTI framework, such as data source and collection
management, data classification, correlation analysis, and
search.
The 2015 CTI-related report of the cyber incident
response center in the U.S. [11] describes the CGI
generation procedure as shown in [Figure 3]. Threat Feeds
and Security Analytics are entered and information is
processed and analyzed with the security intelligence
platform and SIEM to generate threat intelligence.
Generated threat intelligence can be used at the strategical,
operational, and tactical levels. The strategic utilization
method of threat intelligence refers to risk exposure
identification and risk assessment, whereas the operational
utilization method refers to the security rule tightening of
security and network equipment, and risk impact assessment.
As an example of the tactical utilization method, the attack
technique of the cyber incident under investigation was
presented.

Figure 2. Splunk, Threat Intelligence Framework

C. CTI Framework Reference

Figure 3. CTI Generation Procedure, CERT UK

II. Proposed CTI Framework
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[Figure 4] shows the cyber threat intelligence framework
proposed by this paper. The framework is broadly composed
of collection, analysis, and result utilization and sharing. The
below section describes the details of each component.

A. CTI Information Collection
The type and method of collecting the CTI information is
described in the “Collection” part of [Figure 4]. The
collection part is composed of the internal/external
collection channel and collected data processing. Various
collection channels are classified and grouped by
information type and source, and the framework is
composed in such way that the log of the internal IT
infrastructure and security equipment and setting related data
as well as the data related to the vulnerability of installed
S/W and H/W can be collected. As the quality of data that
can be collected through analysis is determined by the
quantity of collected data and quality of collected/processed
data, the introduction of architecture such as big data storage
and graph databases should be considered in order to process
large amounts and heterogeneous data. The data collected,
stored, and processed in this way is classified by the type of
infrastructure-related information that is exploited for cyber
incidents (e.g., IP, domain, hash), and is transferred to the
analysis process.

B. CTI Analysis
The analysis part of the CTI framework is the core process
to generate CTI, and various analysis techniques can be used
according to the information related to the cyber incident
(e.g., IP, domain, malicious code) based on the data-mining
technique. The correlation of information, which was not

provide insights into cyber threats at present or in the future.
The analysis process includes both manual and automatic
analysis, and can reduce the time to analyze threats and
respond to cyber incidents by replacing existing manual
analysis and by integrating AI-related technologies, such as
machine learning and deep learning, with calculation
theories, such as case-based inference and evidence-based
inference. However, the automatic analysis technology has
limits which are based on the detection of a particular attack
pattern as the technique of cyber attacks becomes more
sophisticated. Therefore, active analysis support functions
should be provided, such as presenting the analysis target of
security experts and providing notification about high-risk
threats that should be analyzed first.

C. Utilization and Sharing
Threats to internal assets are identified and the response
procedure is determined in the result utilization and sharing
part based on CTI generated by the CTI analysis part. New
threats can be preemptively responded to using CTI and used
as the information to support decision-making for
preemptive response. CTI can also be used to advance rules
about an organization’s network and security equipment and
update security features like vulnerability patches. Based on
cyber attack information in the past, current or future cyber
threats can be understood, and visibility about the entire
cyber threat (attack) can be secured by sharing CTI. In
addition, contributions can be made to improve the
capability of responding to cyber threats at the national level
by sharing CTI information generated by the Computer
Emergency Response Team (CERT) using the sharing
platform.

Figure 4. Proposed CTI Framework
found with the unit information related to cyber incidents up
to now, can be identified by the analysis procedure and
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D. Architecture Design
Large-scale data needs to be collected and analyzed to
generate CTI, such as the network data inside the
organization, detection results of security equipment, log
data of server equipment, and Open Source Intelligence
(OSINT) data that can be collected from the outside. This
section proposes the architecture design of the CTI
framework based on Hadoop, which is a big data platform to
collect and analyze large-scale data, and the graph database,
which is suitable for analyzing the correlation of cyber
incidents.
Table 1. Test Data (Resource)
RDB
Name

Table

GDB
Name

Label

:HAS_REL

7,880,508

tb_attribute_rela
tionship

:HAS_ATTRIBUT
E

12,540,758

tb_dic_ip

:MAPS_TO_DIC

18,498,555

tb_dic_hash

:MAPS_TO_DIC

8,020,710

tb_dic_domain

:MAPS_TO_DIC

5,586,714

tb_dic_aid

:MAPS_TO_DICA

12,973,518

Total

III. Conclusion

:RESOURCE

7,803,897

tb_attribute_id

:ATTRIBUTE

880,321

tb_dic_ip

:DIC:IP

17,498,555

tb_dic_hash

:DIC:HASH

8,020,710

tb_dic_domain

:DIC:DOMAIN

5,586,714

tb_dic_aid

:DICA

12,973,518
53,763,715

DB
Object
Count(Node)

tb_resource_rela
tionship

DB
Object
Count(Node)

tb_resource_id

Total

Table 2. Test Data (Relation)
RDB
Table
GDB Label Name
Name

65,500,763

A. Performance comparison
relational DB and graph DB

of

the

The performance of the database that actually stores and
manages data is an important factor in the CTI system,
which should collect and analyze large-scale data. The
performance of the graph database used by the architecture,
which is proposed by this paper, and the existing relational
database was compared using the data to analyze actual
cyber incidents and by executing queries used for the actual
analysis function. The performance of the proposed

Figure 5. CTI System Architecture
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architecture was partially measured by comparing the
performance of the relational database and graph database
and this can be used to decide the usefulness of the proposal.
The graph database has data structure that is suitable for
describing the correlation of various attack resources
exploited for cyber incidents. The graph database retrieves
the data using the cypher query. It was found that the graph
database has performance superiority over the relational
database when performance is compared with the relational
database based on the same query using the correlational
cyber incident data.

UNION
SELECT relationship kind,
r_from
rid,
r_time
FROM
tb_resource_relationship
WHERE r_to = 68347) a
WHERE
a.r_time
>=
20160101
AND a.r_time <20160901
GROUP BY a.kind;

B. Conclusion and Future Study
This paper proposes a new CTI framework and a system
architecture by analyzing the trends of CTI technology at
home and abroad. This draws attention as it is a technology
to cope with cyber incidents, related standards and
frameworks, and CTI-generation procedures. The CTI
framework is composed of the data collection and
processing part, data analysis part for CTI generation, and
generated CTI sharing and utilization part. To check the
usefulness of the proposed architecture, the performance of
the graphic database included in the architecture was
compared with the relational database, and the performance
of the proposed architecture in a big-data environment was
estimated. Improvement methods will be figured out and
reflected by comparing and analyzing CTI-related solutions
at home and abroad to see whether the proposed framework
can accommodate various CTI technologies. In addition,
more studies will follow regarding the technology of
processing large amounts of heterogeneous data that
compose the frameworks, data mining analysis techniques,
correlation analysis among data, improving the reliability of
generated CTI information, and the method of estimating the
risk level of the cyber incident related information exploited
for cyber attacks.

Query#3

SQL(Structured
Language)

Query

CQL(Cypher Query
Language)

Query#1

SELECT relationship kind,
COUNT(DISTINCT
aid)
cnt
FROM
tb_attribute_relationship
WHERE rid = 68347
AND time >= 20160101
AND
time
<20160901
GROUP BY relationship;

MATCH
(a:RESOURCE)<[r:HAS_ATTRIBUTE](b:ATTRIBUTE)
WHERE a.rid = 68347
AND 20160101 <=
r.time
<20160901
RETURN r.relationship
AS kind, count(distinct
b.aid);

Query#2

SELECT
a.kind,
COUNT(DISTINCT a.rid)
cnt,
a.r_time
FROM (SELECT relationship kind, r_to rid, r_time
FROM
tb_resource_relationship
WHERE r_from = 68347

MATCH
(a:RESOURCE)[r:HAS_REL](b:RESOURCE)
WHERE a.rid = 68347
WITH
r.relationship AS kind,
r.r_to AS rid, r.r_time

GDB

0.06

[2]

[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

1.83

0.05

0.06
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Response
time
RDB

MATCH
(a:RESOURCE)[r:HAS_REL](b:RESOURCE)
WHERE a.rid = 68347
AND r.relationship =
'mapping'
AND
20160901 >r.time >=
20160101
RETURN
b.rid,
b.type_id,
b.type,
b.value
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